PRISON CONSULTATION REPORT

During the month of November 2017, the Prison Consultation Working Group undertook Public
Consultation on the proposed new sites for the Prison.
The two proposed sites, situated in the Bottom Woods area of Longwood are:
1.
2.

West of the Met Station.
An area known as the Goat Pen.

A public consultation meeting was held on Wednesday, 15 November at the Harford
Community Centre to hear the views/comments of, in particular, residents living in the
Longwood and Bottom Woods area due to the proposed sites being situated in this area.
Flyers were also organised for Hon Christine Scipio-O’Dean to distribute to the public, outlining
the pros and cons of each of the proposed sites.
The layouts of the proposed sites was placed in the Foyer of Essex House and at Longwood
Supermarket for the public to view. Anyone wishing to make any comment on the proposed
sites for the new Prison were invited to place their views in the comments book that was left
in the Foyer of Essex House or be sent to the Secretary. A comments book was also placed
at Longwood Supermarket albeit half way through the consultation. This report contains the
results of the consultation held.
1.

Summary of Public Consultation Meeting (detailed minutes at appendix 1)

Only one public consultation meeting was held at the Harford Community Centre on
Wednesday, 15 November. 30 members of the public attended the meeting. The public did
not expressed any concern over the Prison being built in the Longwood area but felt that it
should not be situated in the NCA and Wirebird area.
2.

Written feedback from the Public (comments at appendix 2)

The public was invited to feedback their views via the comments books made available at the
Longwood Supermarket and the Foyer of Essex House, granted the book was only made
available at the former venue half way through the consultation process but comments was
also invited to be sent to the Secretary to the Prison Project Board.
Only two comments was placed in the comments book at Longwood Supermarket and no
comments was placed in the book at Essex House. One written email was received with
comments and one verbal comment was received by the Secretary. Comments are located at
appendix 2.

Prison Project Board
7 December 2017
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APPENDIX 1 (MINUTES FROM THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION MEETING HELD ON 15
NOVEMBER 2017)
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APPENDIX 2 – COMMENTS/FEEDBACK FROM THE PUBLIC
Comments from members of the public:


Why put the Prison near the Airport?? Would you want tourists to see something
better than the Prison when coming of the plane? Think of Tourism and not
yourselves.



Nothing wrong with Prison at Bottom Woods.



The proposed Prison Sites are located in Wirebird area.

-----Original Message----From: Loz Andy
Sent: 21 November 2017 07:41
To: Nicole Plato nicole.plato@sainthelena.gov.sh
Subject: FAO Secretary Prison Project Board
Dear Nicole
I would like to register my object to the proposal to build a Prison on either of two sites in Longwood
known as West of Met Station and Goat Pen for the following reasons.
1. Both areas are within established NCA's and a build of this nature would be inappropriate.
2. The LDCP has no provision for this classification of development within a NCA.
3. The visual impact of this large scale development will have a severe impact against the backdrop
of the Barn and Flagstaff.
4. The proposal would be in conflict with a component of our strategy to attract tourism via
promotion and protect of our Natural Heritage and potential hinder economic growth.
5. The proposal is not in line with the goals set in the upcoming SARI International Conference
scheduled for January 2018.
6. A site known as "Shooting range" has already been rejected because it is in a "sensitive Wirebird
area". Both remaining sites are within Wirebird areas.
7. Potential for a detrimental impact on Wirebird breading due to loss of habitat.
8. Does not comply with SDP - Environment, focus areas,
i) Managing our Nature Conservation Areas.
ii) Protecting our endemic species.
iii) Protecting our environment from mismanagement.
iiii) Enforcing environmental Ordinances, Regulations and policies.
9. Does not comply with several aims and objectives within the National Environmental
management Plan.
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Further to the above objections I would like to register my dissatisfaction with the Public
Consultation process.
1. Information displayed at Longwood Supermarket lacked important detail with regards to the
proposed sites ie map not showing site size/acreage, building footprint area, identifying Wirebird
Zone and impact on existing land user/s.
2. Written information on display gave no references to author or how the statements were
prepared.
3. The EIA was not present and had not been published for public reference as it should have been.
4. No representation from either the National Trust or ENRD Conservation to justify their findings or
field questions from the public.
5. Panel members seemed ill prepared and were unable to confidently answer some questions.
6. Minimal information available with regards to final building design, standards applicable or
indicative costs.
7. The Chair stated that there was no intention to alter site boundaries in order to allow the
development to proceed. This will mean that land could not be excised from a NCA and reclassified
to permit its use. Therefore the LDCP will apply and prohibit the development.
8. No printed information was available at the meeting.
9. The site map, a critical piece of information, was not displayed during the presentation by the
panel.
10. The Chair failed to ask a direct question to the audience in order to judge their feeling via a show
of hands.
Kind Regards
Andy Hook
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